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Abstract
We answer several open questions in the theory of approximate amenability for Banach algebras. First
we give examples of Banach algebras which are boundedly approximately amenable but which do not
have bounded approximate identities. This answers a question open since the year 2000 when Ghahramani
and Loy founded the notion of approximate amenability. We give a nice condition for a co-direct-sum of
amenable Banach algebras to be approximately amenable, which gives us a reasonably large and varied class
of such examples. Then we examine our examples in some detail, and thereby find answers to other open
questions: the two notions of bounded approximate amenability and bounded approximate contractibility
are not the same; the direct-sum of two approximately amenable Banach algebras does not have to be ap-
proximately amenable; and a 1-codimensional closed ideal in a boundedly approximately amenable Banach
algebra need not be approximately amenable.
Crown Copyright © 2012 Published by Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction and preliminaries
Approximately inner and non-inner derivations arise naturally in the theory of operator al-
gebras and in abstract harmonic analysis. The notion of approximate amenability for Banach
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bras having the property that every continuous derivations from them into a related dual Banach
bimodule is approximately inner. Since then various classes of naturally arising approximately
amenable and non-amenable Banach algebras have emerged. Such are examples of certain se-
quence algebras, studied in [3] and [5], certain semigroup algebras studied in [2] and certain
Fourier algebras studied in [6]. So far all of these examples of approximately amenable Banach
algebras as well as the synthetic ones (constructed by c0-direct-sums or projective tensor prod-
ucts) have bounded approximate identities. It is a well-known and significant feature of amenable
Banach algebras that they have bounded approximate identities. Several open questions in the
theory of approximate amenability have recently been answered in [1], by Choi and Ghahramani.
It has been an open question whether approximately amenable Banach algebras must also have
bounded approximate identities. In the positive direction, it was shown by Choi, Ghahramani
and Zhang in [2] that if a boundedly approximately amenable Banach algebra has a multiplier
bounded right approximate identity and a multiplier bounded left approximate identity, then it
has a bounded approximate identity. In particular, every boundedly approximately contractible
Banach algebra has a bounded approximate identity. It is tempting to think that every boundedly
approximately amenable Banach algebra must also have a bounded approximate identity. Here
we give examples of boundedly approximately amenable Banach algebras which do not have
bounded approximate identities, and use these examples to answer other open questions – the
results will be stated after the following preliminaries.
We will use the abbreviations a.i., l.a.i. and r.a.i. for approximate identity, left approximate
identity and right approximate identity, respectively. We use the abbreviations b.a.i., b.l.a.i. and
b.r.a.i. for bounded such approximate identities, and m.b.a.i., m.b.l.a.i., m.b.r.a.i. for multiplier
bounded such approximate identities. All the bounded forms of approximate identity have their
associated constants. L(E,F ) denotes the Banach space of all continuous linear maps from the
Banach space E to the Banach space F , and K(E,F) denotes the closed subspace consisting of
the compact operators. L(E) (K(E)) denotes the Banach algebra L(E,E) (K(E,E)). If A,B
are Banach algebras, A ⊗ˆ B denotes their projective tensor product, and we use the symbol
π :A ⊗ˆA→A to denote the natural product map with π(a1 ⊗ a2) = a1a2.
A Banach algebra A is approximately contractible if every continuous derivation d :A→ E
from A into a Banach A-bimodule E is approximately inner, that is, it is a limit, in the strong
operator topology on L(A,E), of a suitable net of inner derivations adx (x ∈ E), where adx(a) =
a · x − x · a. A is approximately amenable if every continuous derivation d :A→ E from A into
a dual Banach A-bimodule E is approximately inner. A is boundedly approximately amenable
if every continuous derivation from A into a dual Banach A-bimodule E is the strong limit of a
norm-bounded net of inner derivations adx (that is, the operators adx used in the net are uniformly
bounded in L(A,E). This condition is much weaker than saying that the elements x involved are
norm bounded in E – that condition is too strong, implying at once that A must be amenable).
One can likewise define bounded approximate contractibility, but it turns out that a boundedly
approximately contractible Banach algebra must have a b.a.i. [2], so the algebras constructed in
the present paper do not have this last property. A denotes the unitization of a non-unital Banach
algebra A; if A is already unital, we define A =A.
Of the four formally different versions of amenability defined above, two turn out to be
the same; a Banach algebra is approximately amenable if and only if it is approximately con-
tractible [5]. We shall see in this paper that the “bounded” version of this statement is not true:
our main construction is of a Banach algebra which is boundedly approximately amenable but
which, not having a b.a.i., is not boundedly approximately contractible. We shall also see that the
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imately amenable, and a 1-codimensional closed ideal in a boundedly approximately amenable
Banach algebra need not be approximately amenable. We note that in a boundedly approxi-
mately contractible Banach algebra a 1-codimensional closed ideal is boundedly approximately
contractible [7].
Most forms of amenability have an equivalent (and sometimes more useful) definition in terms
of a suitable diagonal; for those we have defined above, they are as follows (proofs in [4,5]
and [2]). A Banach algebra A is approximately contractible if there is a net (dα)α∈A of elements
in the Banach A-bimodule A ⊗ˆA such that π(dα) = 1 and the operators addα tend to zero in
the strong operator topology of L(A,A ⊗ˆA). A is boundedly approximately contractible if,
in addition, the net (dα) can be chosen such that the operators addα are uniformly bounded. A is
approximately amenable if there is a net (α)α∈A of elements in the dual Banach A-bimodule
(A ⊗ˆA)∗∗ such that π∗∗(α) = 1 and the operators adα tend to zero in the strong operator
topology of L(A, (A ⊗ˆA)∗∗). A is boundedly approximately amenable if the net (α) can be
chosen such that the operators adα are uniformly bounded.
2. An example
Let l1 denote the well-known space of complex sequences, and l∞ its dual. It is well known
that the Banach algebra K(l1) is amenable [8]. In this section we renorm K(l1) with a family
of equivalent norms ‖ · ‖[K], in such a way that the b.l.a.i. constant (i.e. the infimum of all M
such that the algebra has a b.l.a.i. bounded by M) for A[K] = (K(l1),‖ · ‖[K]) is always 1, but
the b.r.a.i. constant is precisely K + 1. So the c0-direct-sum A = ⊕∞K=1 A[K] has a bounded
l.a.i. but no bounded r.a.i. In the next section we shall see that A is boundedly approximately
amenable, as a corollary of the main theorem in that section.
We begin by constructing a bounded right approximate identity for the algebra K(l1); a simple
but not quite trivial task because no sequential such r.a.i. exists.
Let F denote the collection of all partitions Π of N into finitely many non-empty disjoint
subsets (F (Π)i )
n
i=1. We define |Π | = n and we direct the set F by saying that Π > Π ′ if Π is
a refinement of Π ′, that is, |Π | > |Π ′| and each set F (Π ′)i is a union of some of the sets F (Π)j .
With each partition Π ∈F with |Π | = n we associate the functionals (f (Π)i )ni=1 ∈ l∞, where
f
(Π)
i (ej ) =
{
1, if j ∈ F (Π)i ;
0, otherwise,
(2.1)
and where (en) stands for the standard basis of l1. We write m(Π)i = minF (Π)i and we note
that f (Π)i (em(Π)j
) = δi,j . We define the rank-one operators F (Π)i,j by F (Π)i,j (x) = em(Π)i · f
(Π)
j (x),
and we define the projection Q(Π) = ∑ni=1 F (Π)i,i . We also define the more basic projections
Pn =∑ni=1 Ei,i , where Ei,j (x) = ei · e∗j (x).
Lemma 2.1. The sequence (Pi)∞i=1 is a bounded left approximate identity for K(l1).
Proof. Let T ∈ K(l1), ε > 0 and B be the unit ball of l1. Let x1, . . . xn be an ε/2-net for T (B).
Because PNx → x for x ∈ l1, there is an N0 such that for all N > N0, ‖PNxi − xi‖ < ε/2,
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So ‖T − PNT ‖ ε, for all N N0 and (Pi)∞i=1 is a bounded left approximate identity. 
Lemma 2.2. For g ∈ l∞ we have Q∗ (Π)g → g as Π →F .
Proof. Let ε > 0 and write gi = g(ei). Suppose Π ∈ F is sufficiently refined that for each
k = 1, . . . , |Π | we have
sup
{|gi − gj |: i, j ∈ F (Π)k } ε.
Then for i ∈ F (Π)k we have∣∣g(ei)−Q∗ (Π)g(ei)∣∣= ∣∣gi − g(Q(Π)ei)∣∣= |gi − gm(Π)k | ε.
The sets Fk cover N so ‖g −Q∗ (Π)g‖ ε. 
Corollary 2.3. The net (Q(Π))Π∈F is a bounded right approximate identity for K(l1).
Proof. Given T ∈ K(l1) and ε > 0, we pick n sufficiently large that ‖T − PnT ‖ < ε/3. The
operator S = PnT is of form S(x) =∑ni=1 ei · s∗i (x), for some s∗1 , . . . , s∗n ∈ l∞. From the pre-
ceding lemma we can choose Π0 ∈ F such that for all Π  Π0 and i = 1, . . . , n, we have
‖Q∗ (Π)s∗i − s∗i ‖ < ε/3n. Then for any x ∈ l1,
∥∥SQ(Π)x − Sx∥∥=
∥∥∥∥∥
n∑
i=1
ei
(
s∗i − s∗i Q(Π)
)
x
∥∥∥∥∥=
n∑
i=1
∣∣s∗i (x)−Q∗ (Π)s∗i (x)∣∣ ‖x‖ε/3.
Therefore,∥∥TQ(Π)x − T x∥∥ (ε/3 + ∥∥I −Q(Π)∥∥ · ‖S − T ‖)‖x‖ (ε/3 + 2ε/3)‖x‖ = ε‖x‖.
So, the net (Q(Π)) is a bounded right approximate identity. 
Lemma 2.4. Let K > 1. If we renorm K(l1) with the equivalent norm
‖T ‖K = ‖T ‖ +K lim sup
n
‖T en‖, (2.2)
then this is an algebra norm, and the left approximate identity Pn has norm 1 in the Banach
algebra
A[K] = (K(l1),‖ · ‖K), (2.3)
but the smallest norm of any bounded right approximate identity in A[K] is K + 1.
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lim sup
n
‖T Sen‖ ‖T ‖ · lim sup
n
‖Sen‖.
Hence in fact ‖T S‖K  ‖T ‖·‖S‖K , so we have an algebra norm. The Pn have norm 1 because
Pnei is 0 for all but finitely many i. But let T be the operator such that T (ei) = e1 for all i. T ∈A
and if Q is any operator such that ‖TQ− T ‖ < ε we must have ‖Q‖ > 1 − ε, but also
lim sup‖Qen‖ lim sup
n
‖TQen‖/‖T ‖ > 1 − ε,
also because lim‖T ei‖ = 1. Therefore ‖Q‖K > (1 + K)(1 − ε), and 1 + K is the smallest
possible norm for a right approximate identity of A[K]. Since ‖ · ‖[K] is at most K + 1 times the
usual norm on K(l1), and since the family (Q(Π)) are b.r.a.i. for K(l1) of norm 1, they are b.r.a.i.
for A[K] of norm exactly K + 1, and the b.r.a.i. constant for A[K] is K + 1. 
3. A is boundedly approximately amenable
We now give our “nice” condition for a c0-direct-sum of amenable Banach algebras to be
boundedly approximately amenable.
Theorem 3.1. Let C  1, and let (B[K])∞K=1 be a sequence of amenable Banach algebras. If
each B[K] has a b.l.a.i. of norm at most C, then the c0-direct-sum B =⊕∞K=1 B[K] is boundedly
approximately amenable.
Corollary 3.2. The algebra A = c0 −⊕∞K=1 A[K] defined in the previous section is boundedly
approximately amenable, but has no b.r.a.i.
Theorem 3.1 is proved using the following lemma, which looks less general but is in fact
enough to give the main result. In the proof of the lemma we use the following result which we
think is folklore, as we cannot find a reference for it, so we have sketched a proof . Let E and F
be Banach spaces. Then the projective tensor product E ⊗ˆ F ∗∗ has a continuous embedding in
(E ⊗ˆF)∗∗. To see this, first we identify the dual space (E ⊗ˆF)∗ with B(E,F ∗). Then we define
Θ from E ⊗ˆ F ∗∗ into (E ⊗ˆ F)∗∗ by using duality, as follows:
〈
Θ
( ∞∑
n=1
en ⊗ f ∗∗n
)
, T
〉
=
∞∑
n=1
〈
T (en), f
∗∗
n
〉 (
T ∈ B(E,F ∗)).
To see that Θ is injective, it suffices to assume that in the equation
Θ
( ∞∑
n=1
en ⊗ f ∗∗n
)
= 0,
the en’s are linearly independent and use special T ’s to conclude that f ∗∗ = 0, for all n.n
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and F are directed sets, and suppose, for each K , the family (P [K]m )m∈E is a b.l.a.i. for B[K] of
norm at most C. Suppose, for each K , a b.r.a.i. (Q[K]n )n∈F for B[K] is also given, and there is a
bounded net (d [K]m,n)m∈E,n∈F in B[K] ⊗ˆB[K] such that
∥∥π(d [K]m,n)− P [K]m +Q[K]n −Q[K]n P [K]m ∥∥→ 0, (3.1)
as m → E and n →F (i.e. the set E×F is given the product order and the limit of the associated
net to this directed set is taken); and for b ∈ B[K] we have b · d [K]m,n − d [K]m,n · b → 0 as m → E and
n →F . Then the c0-direct-sum B =⊕∞K=1 B[K] is boundedly approximately amenable.
Of the two things we now have to prove, proving Lemma 3.3 is the difficult part; deducing
Theorem 3.1 is then quite simple.
Proof of Lemma 3.3. To begin, we need an ultrafilter U on E ×F which refines the order filter
on the Cartesian product E × F of our given directed sets. Let us pick such a U , but not just
any U . Rather, let us pick an ultrafilter U1 on E refining the order filter on E , and an ultrafilter U2
on F refining the order filter on F . Let EF denote the collection of all functions from F to E .
For A ∈ U1, B ∈ U2 and h ∈ EF we define the subset
S(A,B,h) = {(m,n) ∈ E ×F : m ∈ A, n ∈ B and m h(n)}. (3.2)
These sets are not-empty because B is non-empty, and for each fixed n ∈ B , the collection of
m ∈ E such that m h(n) meets A because A belongs to the ultrafilter U1, which refines the order
filter on E . Let G be the collection of all supersets of sets S(A,B,h) ⊂ E ×F . Our collection G
is closed under finite intersection and is therefore a filter on E ×F (given S1 and S2 as in (3.2), if
we intersect the A sets, intersect the B sets, and take a function h : F → E which, at each point
n ∈F , exceeds the two functions we have been given, then we have an S ⊂ S1 ∩ S2, so S1 ∩ S2,
being a superset of one of the elementary sets in (3.2), is in the filter). We refine the filter G to an
ultrafilter U . Plainly as (m,n) → U we have m → U1 and n → U2.
We define P [K] = limm→U1 P [K]m ∈ B[K] ∗∗ and Q[K] = limn→U2 Q[K]n ; limits being weak-∗
limits here and for most of this section. We note that for A ∈ U1,B ∈ U2 and fj ∈ B[K] ∗
(j = 1, . . . , J ), U also contains the set
S(K;A,B,f1, . . . , fJ , η)
= {(m,n): m ∈ A, n ∈ B, ∣∣〈Q[K]n P [K]m −Q[K]n P [K], fj 〉∣∣< η (j = 1, . . . , J )}. (3.3)
(For P [K]m → P [K] so for each fixed n ∈F there is an m0 = h(n) ∈ E such that whenever mm0,
Eq. (3.3) holds. Then, S(A,B,h) ⊂ S(K;A,B,f1, . . . , fJ , η) so the latter set is in the filter G.)
In view of (3.3), we are sure that Q[K]n P [K]m − Q[K]n · P [K] → 0 in the weak-∗ topology as
(m,n) → U ; since Q[K]n → Q[K] we will have Q[K]n ·P [K] → Q[K]P [K] (the first Arens prod-
uct); so
Q[K]n P [K]m → Q[K]P [K]. (3.4)
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π∗∗
(
R[K]
)= Q[K]P [K], (3.5)
and
b ·R[K] = b ⊗ P [K], R[K] · b = Q[K] ⊗ b (3.6)
for each b ∈ B[K] (here we regard both B[K] ⊗ˆB[K] ∗∗ and B[K] ∗∗ ⊗ˆB[K] as canonically embed-
ded in (B[K] ⊗ˆB[K])∗∗). Similarly we may define
P¯ [K] = lim
n→U1
lim
m→U1
P [K]m ⊗ P [K]n (3.7)
and we have π∗∗(P¯ [K]) = limn limm P [K]m P [K]n = limn P [K]n (because (P [K]m ) is a l.a.i.) = P [K],
and for b ∈ B[K] we have
P¯ [K] · b = lim
n
lim
m
P [K]m ⊗ P [K]n b = P [K] ⊗ b. (3.8)
Using the bounded approximate diagonal we have been given, we define [K] =
lim(m,n)→U d [K]m,n. It is clear from (3.1) that
π∗∗
(
[K]
)= P (K) +Q[K] −Q[K]P [K]; (3.9)
and for b ∈ B[K],
b ·[K] = [K] · b. (3.10)
At this point, we have done all we could do with the individual algebras B[K]; so we begin
to make suitable definitions involving the algebra B = c0 −⊕∞K=1 B[K] and its bidual B∗∗ =
l∞ −⊕∞K=1 B[K] ∗∗. Let ε[K] : B[K] → B denote the natural embedding of B[K] as a closed ideal
of B, and let π [K] : B → B[K] be the natural left inverse which picks out the K-th coordinate of
an element of B. Write ρK =∑Kr=1 ε[r]π [r] for the natural projection onto the first K coordinates
of the direct-sum. Let ε¯[K] denote the tensor product ε[K] ⊗ ε[K] : B[K] ⊗ˆ B[K] → B ⊗ˆ B. We
define
P(K) =
K∑
r=1
ε[r] ∗∗
(
P [r]
) ∈ B∗∗ (3.11)
and we let P(∞) be the weak-∗ limit of this sequence in the l∞-direct-sum B∗∗ (which exists
because the P [r] projections are norm bounded by C independent of r and so the sum resulting
from evaluating the terms of (P (K)) at an element φ of the l1-direct-sum B∗ is Cauchy, being
bounded by C‖φ‖). Now ε[K](a)ε[L](b) is zero unless K = L, in which case it is ε[K](ab); so
for b ∈ B with br = π [r](b) we have
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K∑
r=1
ε[r] ∗∗
(
P [r] · br
)= K∑
r=1
ε[r](br ) = ρK(b), (3.12)
since P [r] · x = x for x ∈ B[r]. Therefore
P(∞) · b = b. (3.13)
Likewise, we write
Q(K) =
K∑
r=1
ε[r] ∗∗
(
Q[r]
)
. (3.14)
Since x ·Q[K] = x for x ∈ B[K] we have
b ·Q(K) = ρK(b) (3.15)
for b ∈ B. Once again using the fact that B ⊗ˆ B∗∗ is canonically embedded in (B ⊗ˆ B)∗∗, we
define
R(K) = lim
n→U2
(
K∑
r=1
ε[r]
(
Q[r]n
))⊗ P(∞) ∈ (B ⊗ˆB)∗∗, (3.16)
and since brQ[r]n is norm convergent to br as n → U2, we have
b ·R(K) =
(
K∑
r=1
ε[r](br )
)
⊗ P(∞) = ρK(b)⊗ P(∞), (3.17)
and by (3.13),
R(K) · b = lim
n→U2
(
K∑
r=1
ε[r]
(
Q[r]n
))⊗ b = Q(K)⊗ b. (3.18)
Also
π∗∗
(
R(K)
)= lim
n→U2
K∑
r=1
ε[r] ∗∗
(
Q[r]n P [r]
)= K∑
r=1
ε[r] ∗∗
(
Q[r]P [r]
)
. (3.19)
We define
P¯ (K) =
K∑
r=1
ε¯[r] ∗∗
(
P¯ [r]
) (3.20)
and P¯ (∞) to be any weak-∗ limit point of the finite sums (such a limit exists because
‖P¯ [K]‖  C2 for all K , and the projective tensor product B ⊗ˆ B is the c0-direct-sum of its
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norm ‖P¯ (K)‖ = max{‖P¯ [r]‖: r K} C2 also). Eqs. (3.7) and (3.8) then tell us that
P¯ (K) · b =
K∑
r=1
ε¯[r] ∗∗
(
P [r] ⊗ br
)
, (3.21)
and
π∗∗
(
P¯ (K)
)= K∑
r=1
ε[r] ∗∗
(
P [r]
)= P(K). (3.22)
Then,
π∗∗
(
P¯ (∞))= lim
K
P (K) = P(∞). (3.23)
We write
(K) =
K∑
r=1
ε¯[r] ∗∗
(
[r]
); (3.24)
using (3.10) we find that for each b ∈ B,
b ·(K) = (K) · b; (3.25)
and
π∗∗
(
(K)
)= K∑
r=1
ε¯[r]π∗∗
(
[r]
)= K∑
r=1
ε¯[r] ∗∗
(
P [r] +Q[r] −Q[r]P [r]). (3.26)
To prove the lemma we need a multiplier bounded approximate diagonal for B. We proceed
as follows: for each K we define an element DK ∈ (B ⊗ˆB)∗∗ by
DK = 1 ⊗ 1 − 1 ⊗ P(∞)−Q(K)⊗ 1 +R(K)+(K)+ P¯ (∞)− P¯ (K). (3.27)
We claim that the (DK) form a multiplier bounded approximate diagonal for B in (B ⊗ˆB)∗∗,
showing that B is boundedly approximately amenable. For
π∗∗(DK) = 1 − P(∞)−Q(K)+
K∑
r=1
ε[r]∗∗
(
Q[r]P [r]
)
+
K∑
r=1
ε[r]∗∗
(
P [r] +Q[r] −Q[r]P [r])+ P(∞)− P(K)
= 1 +
K∑
ε[r]∗∗
(
P [r] +Q[r])−Q(K)− P(K) = 1.r=1
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b ·DK −DK · b = (b ⊗ 1 − 1 ⊗ b)−
(
b ⊗ P(∞)− 1 ⊗ b)
− (ρK(b)⊗ 1 −Q(K)⊗ b)+ (ρK(b)⊗ P(∞)−Q(K)⊗ b)
+ (b · (P¯ (∞)− P¯ (K))− (P¯ (∞)− P¯ (K)) · b),
which is a bounded expression since the Q(K) terms disappear:
= (b − ρK(b))⊗ (1 − P(∞))+ b · (P¯ (∞)− P¯ (K))− (P¯ (∞)− P¯ (K)) · b.
All the P terms have norm at most C, and the P¯ terms have norm at most C2. Furthermore, the
difference P¯ (∞) − P¯ (K) is a limit of sums of tensors in the image of ε¯[r] ∗∗ for r = K + 1 to
infinity, so
b · (P¯ (∞)− P¯ (K))= (b − ρK(b)) · (P¯ (∞)− P¯ (K))
and
(
P¯ (∞)− P¯ (K)) · b = (P¯ (∞)− P¯ (K)) · (b − ρK(b)).
For every K and every b ∈ B we therefore have
‖b ·DK −DK · b‖ 6C2‖b − ρK(b)‖ 6C2‖b‖.
As K → ∞, we have b · DK − DK · b → 0 because b − ρK(b) → 0. So the sequence of ele-
ments DK is a multiplier bounded approximate diagonal for B, which is therefore boundedly
approximately amenable. 
Proof of Theorem 3.1 from Lemma 3.3. Let E0, F0 be directed sets such that for each K we
can find a b.l.a.i. (P [K]m )m∈E0 and a b.r.a.i. (Q
[K]
n )n∈F0 for B[K]; with ‖P [K]m ‖  C for all m
and K . Let G be yet another directed set, such that there is a bounded approximate diagonal
(d
(K)
γ )γ∈G ∈ B[K] ⊗ˆB[K] for each K . So, writing
u[K]γ = π
(
d [K]γ
) (3.28)
the net (u[K]γ )γ∈G is a bounded approximate identity for B[K], and for each x ∈ B[K], we have
x · d(K)γ − d(K)γ · x → 0 as γ → G.
Let E = E0 × G; given the product ordering this is a directed set, and if for m = (m,γ ) ∈ E
we define P [K]m = P [K]m , the net (P (K)m )m∈E is a b.l.a.i. for B[K] of norm at most C.
Let F =F0 ×N; given the product ordering this too is a directed set, and if for n = (n,n′) ∈F
we define Q[K]n = Q[K]n , the net (Q(K)n )n∈F is a b.r.a.i. for B[K].
For each m = (m,γ ) ∈ E and n = (n,n′) ∈ F , let us pick a g ∈ G such that g  γ and
Max{‖Q[K]n u[K]g −Q[K]n ‖,‖u[K]g P [K]m − P [K]m ‖} 1/n′. We define
d [K]m,n = Q[K]n · d [K]g + d [K]g · P [K]m −Q[K]n · d [K]g · P [K]m . (3.29)
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π
(
d [K]m,n
)= Q[K]n u[K]g + u[K]g P [K]m −Q[K]n u[K]g P [K]m ,∥∥π(d [K]m,n)− (Q[K]n + P [K]m −Q[K]n P [K]m )∥∥ 1n′
(
2 + ∥∥P [K]m ∥∥) 2 +Cn′ ,
so
∥∥π(d [K]m,n)− (Q[K]n + P [K]m −Q[K]n P [K]m )∥∥→ 0, as m → E and n →F . (3.30)
Also for x ∈ B[K], we have
x · d [K]m,n − d [K]m,n · x = x · d [K]g − d [K]g · x +
(
x ·Q[K]n − x
) · d [K]g · (1 − P [K]m )
− (1 −Q[K]n ) · d [K]g · (P [K]m x − x). (3.31)
As m → E and n → F we have g → G so ‖x · d [K]g − d [K]g · x‖ → 0; as m → E we have
‖P [K]m x − x‖ → 0; and as n →F we have ‖xQ[K]n − x‖ → 0. Therefore,∥∥x · d [K]m,n − d [K]m,n · x∥∥→ 0, as m → E and n →F . (3.32)
By (3.30) and (3.32), the net (d [K]m,n) satisfies the requirements of Lemma 3.3. Therefore, B is
boundedly approximately amenable. 
Corollary 3.4. Our algebra A constructed in the preceding section as a c0-direct-sum of the
algebras (K(l1),‖.‖K) has the following properties:
1. It is boundedly approximately amenable;
2. It has no two-sided bounded approximate identity.
Hence A is not boundedly approximately contractible.
Proof. It only suffices to note that every boundedly approximately contractible Banach algebra
has a bounded approximate identity [2]. 
It is shown in [2] that if a Banach algebra B is boundedly approximately amenable, has a mul-
tiplier bounded right approximate identity, and a multiplier bounded left approximate identity,
then it has a bounded approximate identity. The following shows that the existence of such nets
in the second dual of the Banach algebra cannot ensure the same conclusion.
Theorem 3.5. The algebra A constructed in the preceding section has the following property:
A∗∗ has a multiplier-bounded approximate identity for A with constant 1 (that is, there is a net
(Tα)α∈I in A∗∗ such that for all a ∈A, α ∈ I we have
Max
{‖a · Tα‖,‖Tα · a‖} ‖a‖; (3.33)
and a · Tα → a, Tα · a → a as α → I ). The m.b.a.i. can be chosen to be sequential.
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and a b.r.a.i., albeit with the bad constant i + 1. So A[i] ∗∗ has an identity e[i] for A[i], an element
such that e[i] · a = a · e[i] = a for every a ∈A[i]; the m.b.a.i. we want is the sequence
En =
n∑
i=1
ε[i] ∗∗
(
e[i]
) ∈A∗∗ = l∞ − ∞⊕
i=1
A[i] ∗∗.
If a = (ai)∞i=1 ∈ A and f = (fi)∞i=1 ∈ A∗ (so f is in the l1-direct-sum of elements fi ∈ A[i] ∗)
then
〈a ·En,f 〉 = 〈En,f · a〉 =
〈
En, (fi · ai)∞i=1
〉= n∑
i=1
〈
e[i], fi · ai
〉= n∑
i=1
〈ai, fi〉.
The difference between this and 〈a,f 〉 is at most ‖f ‖ · max{‖ai‖: i > n}, so a ·En → a in norm
as n → ∞. Likewise En · a → a. 
The above is more remarkable because A does not have a m.b.r.a.i.
4. Non-approximate amenability of direct-sums and ideals
It was shown in [5] that if the Banach algebras A and B are approximately amenable and either
one has a bounded approximate identity, then the direct-sum A⊕B is approximately amenable.
It is tempting to think that the condition on the existence of bounded approximate identity may
be dispensed with. However, that is not the case, as the following shows.
Theorem 4.1. Let Aop denote the opposite algebra to our algebra A. The algebra B =A⊕Aop
is not approximately amenable.
Note that our proof does depend somewhat on special properties of A, but is nonetheless
general enough to indicate that it may be difficult to find an approximately amenable Banach
algebra which has neither a bounded right approximate identity nor a bounded left approximate
identity.
For x ∈ l1, let us write λ(x) =∑∞i=1〈x, e∗i 〉. Let T0 ∈ K(l1) be the element such that T0(x) =
e1 · 〈x,λ〉. Evidently lim supi ‖T0ei‖ = 1 and ‖T0‖ = 1, so ‖T0‖[K] = K +1. Let us choose a free
ultrafilter U onN. Up to scaling, a support functional for T0 in any of the ‖ · ‖[K] norms is φ(T ) =
limi→U 〈T ei, λ〉. For if |φ(T )| = 1, then certainly lim supi ‖T ei‖ 1 so ‖T ‖[K] K + 1, hence
‖φ‖[K]  1
K+1 ; and 〈φ,T0〉 = 1 ‖φ‖[K] · ‖T0‖[K]. So equality must hold, and ‖φ‖[K] = 1K+1 .
Simple calculation shows that T ∗0 λ = λ, so we have limi→U 〈T0Sei, λ〉 = limi→U 〈Sei, λ〉 for any
S ∈ K(l1), that is,
φ(T0S) = φ(S). (4.1)
(This is the special property of K(l1) that will be used to prove the theorem.)
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T0δ3/4, . . . , T0δK/(K + 1), . . .) which is
∞∑
K=1
ε[K]
(
δKT0/(K + 1)
)
.
Let’s write φ[K] = φ ◦ π [K] ∈ A∗, the linear functional of norm 1/(K + 1) which applies φ to
the K th entry of a ∈A. Evidently,
φ[K]
(
E(δ)
)= δK/(K + 1),
and more generally, because of (4.1) we have
φ[K]
(
E(δ) · a)= δK/(K + 1) · φ[K](a), (4.2)
for any a ∈A.
Lemma 4.2. Let (Mi)∞i=1 be a strictly increasing sequence of positive integers. Suppose the
sequence δ ∈ c0 is chosen to tend to zero so slowly that δ2Mn  2/n for all n ∈N. Write τ = E(δ).
Then whenever a ∈A is such that ‖τa − τ‖ 1/n2 (some n ∈N), we have
‖a‖Mn, (4.3)
more specifically
∣∣φ[2Mn](a)− 1∣∣ 1
2n
. (4.4)
Proof. Note that (4.3) follows from (4.4); for (4.4) implies
‖a‖ (2Mn + 1)
∣∣φ[2Mn](a)∣∣ (2Mn + 1)/2.
But
∣∣φ[2Mn](τ )− φ[2Mn](τa)∣∣ 1
(2Mn + 1)‖τ − τa‖
1
n2(2Mn + 1) ,
and the left-hand side is
|δ2Mn − δ2Mnφ[2Mn](a)|
2Mn + 1 
∣∣1 − φ[2Mn](a)∣∣ · 2
n(2Mn + 1) ,
so |1 − φ[2Mn](a)| 12n , as required. 
Let
 = 1 ⊗ 1 − 1 ⊗ u− v ⊗ 1 + d ∈ B ⊗ˆB, (4.5)
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spectively from the pair (a1, a2) ∈ A ⊕ Aop = B, and let p12 = p1 ⊗ p2 : B ⊗ˆ B → A ⊗ˆ Aop.
(Obviously there are similar maps p11,p21 and p22 but it’s p12 that we’re interested in.) For
a proof of Theorem 4.1, we claim that, provided that the sequence (Mn) increases sufficiently
rapidly, it is impossible (regardless of choice of u,v and d) to have
∥∥(τ,0) ·− · (τ,0)∥∥< 1/10 (4.6)
and
∥∥(0, τ ) ·− · (0, τ )∥∥< 1/10. (4.7)
To see this, let χ denote the character on B with χ(λ1 + b) = λ and let q(x) = x − χ(x)1
(x ∈ B) and q¯ = q ⊗ q . We write d12 = p12(d), ui = pi(u) and vi = pi(v), and then we apply
p12q¯ to both sides of (4.6). Most of the terms disappear, and we get
‖τ · d12 − τ ⊗ u2‖ < 1/10. (4.8)
We do the same to (4.7) and we get
‖d12 · τ − v1 ⊗ τ‖ < 1/10. (4.9)
Note that in this last equation d12 · τ refers to the natural right module action of the opposite
algebra on A ⊗ˆAop, so that (a1 ⊗ a2) · τ = a1 ⊗ τa2 for a1 ∈A, a2 ∈ Aop; where τa2 denotes
the ‘usual’ product of elements of A, not the ‘opposite’ product.
Lemma 4.3. Suppose that the sequence Mn increases “sufficiently rapidly”, that (4.5), (4.6) and
(4.7) hold, and that for some n 2 we have
∣∣φ[2Mn](u2)∣∣ ∈ [1/2 + 1/n,3/2 − 1/n] (4.10)
and
∣∣φ[2Mn](v1)∣∣ ∈ [1/2 + 1/n,3/2 − 1/n]. (4.11)
Then we must also have
∣∣φ[2ML](u2)∣∣ ∈ [1/2 + 1/L,3/2 − 1/L],
and
∣∣φ[2ML](v1)∣∣ ∈ [1/2 + 1/L,3/2 − 1/L],
where
L = ⌊√5(1 + 2Mn)⌋.
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P(x) = u2 · φ
[2Mn](x)
φ[2Mn](u2)
(4.12)
and
Q(x) = v1 · φ
[2Mn](x)
φ[2Mn](v1)
. (4.13)
We have ‖P ‖ ‖u2‖‖φ[2Mn]‖/|φ[2Mn](u2)| 2‖u2‖/(1+2Mn), because |φ[2Mn](u2)| 1/2 by
(4.10). Similarly, we have ‖Q‖ 2‖v1‖/(1+2Mn) because of (4.11). Let’s write (I ⊗P)(d12) =
v′1 ⊗ u2 for some v′1 ∈ A, and (Q ⊗ I )(d12) = v1 ⊗ u′2 for some u′2 ∈ Aop. Applying I ⊗ P to
(4.8) we get
∥∥(τv′1 − τ)⊗ u2∥∥ ‖P ‖/10; (4.14)
so
∥∥τv′1 − τ∥∥ 15(1 + 2Mn)  1/L2; (4.15)
so (4.4) tells us
∣∣φ[2ML](v′1)− 1∣∣< 1/2L. (4.16)
We apply Q⊗ I to (4.9) and we get
∥∥v1 ⊗ (τu′2 − τ)∥∥ ‖Q‖/10; (4.17)
so by (4.4),
∥∥τu′2 − τ∥∥ 15(1 + 2Mn)  1/L2, (4.18)
and hence by (4.4),
∣∣φ[2ML](u′2)− 1∣∣< 1/2L. (4.19)
Next, let us apply I ⊗ P to (4.9). In view of (4.2) we have
P(b · τ) = P(τb) = δ2MnP (b)/(1 + 2Mn)
(
b ∈Aop).
Therefore,
(I ⊗ P)(d · τ) = δ2Mn(I ⊗ P)(d)/(1 + 2Mn)
(
d ∈A ⊗ˆAop).
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τ is δ2MnT0/(1 + 2Mn) and φ(T0) = 1. So we get
∥∥∥∥v′1 ⊗ u2 − v1 ⊗ u2φ[2Mn](u2)
∥∥∥∥ δ2Mn1 + 2Mn  ‖P ‖/10
‖u2‖
5(1 + 2Mn) (4.20)
and so
∥∥∥∥v′1 − v1φ[2Mn](u2)
∥∥∥∥ 15δ2Mn  n/10. (4.21)
This last estimate may not look so strong, but it looks much better if we apply φ[2ML] to it and
recall that ‖φ[2ML]‖ 11+2ML . We get
∣∣∣∣φ[2ML]
(
v′1 −
v1
φ[2Mn](u2)
)∣∣∣∣ n10(1 + 2ML), (4.22)
so
∣∣φ[2ML](v′1)φ[2Mn](u2)− φ[2ML](v1)∣∣ n|φ[2Mn](u2)|10(1 + 2ML) 
3n
20(1 + 2ML),
since |φ[2Mn](u2)| 3/2. Now |φ[2Mn](u2)− 1| 12 − 1n and |φ[2ML](v′1)− 1| 12L , so
∣∣φ[2ML](v′1)φ[2Mn](u2)− 1∣∣ 12 − 1n + 12L + 12L
(
1
2
− 1
n
)
,
and
∣∣φ[2ML](v1)− 1∣∣ 12 − 1n + 12L + 12L
(
1
2
− 1
n
)
+ 3n
20(1 + 2ML) 
1
2
− 1
L
,
given a mild growth condition on the sequence (Mn); so
∣∣φ[2ML](v1)∣∣ ∈ [1/2 + 1/L,3/2 − 1/L].
Similarly, if we apply Q⊗ I to (4.8), we get
∣∣φ[2ML](u2)∣∣ ∈ [1/2 + 1/L,3/2 − 1/L], (4.23)
and the proof of the lemma is complete.
Corollary 4.4. If any  exists satisfying (4.5), (4.6) and (4.7), we cannot have |φ[2Mn](v1)| ∈
[1/2 + 1/n,3/2 − 1/n] and |φ[2Mn](u2)| ∈ [1/2 + 1/n,3/2 − 1/n] for any n 2.
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would have |φ[2Mn](v1)| ∈ [1/2 + 1/n,3/2 − 1/n] and |φ[2Mn](u2)| ∈ [1/2 + 1/n,3/2 − 1/n]
for an infinite sequence of values of n. But ‖φ[K]‖ = 1/(K + 1) so this is impossible. 
But now we can prove Theorem 4.1. For if any  exists satisfying (4.6) and (4.7), we apply
p1 · (I ⊗χ) to both sides of (4.6) (where χ is the character), and we get ‖τ − τv1‖ < 1/10 so by
(4.4), |φ[2M3](v1) − 1| 1/6. We apply p2 · (χ ⊗ I ) to both sides of (4.7) and we likewise get
|φ[2M3](u2) − 1| 1/6. So the conditions |φ[2Mn](u2)|, |φ[2Mn](v1)| ∈ [1/2 + 1/n,3/2 − 1/n]
would be satisfied with n = 3, which by Corollary 4.4 is impossible. So no such  exists and
A⊕Aop is not approximately amenable. 
Corollary 4.5. There is a boundedly approximately amenable Banach algebra that has a
1-codimensional closed ideal which is not boundedly approximately amenable.
Proof. Let A be our algebra constructed above and let A be the unitization of A. Then from
the proof of Proposition 6.1 of [5] we see that the Banach algebra B = A ⊕Aop is boundedly
approximately amenable, whereas the 1-codimensional ideal A ⊕ Aop of B is not boundedly
approximately amenable, as seen above. 
We conclude this article by the following:
Conjecture. There exists an approximately amenable Banach algebra with no two-sided approx-
imate identity.
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